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Assembling Moleules in Atomix is HardMarkus Holzer and Stefan ShwoonInstitut f�ur Informatik, Tehnishe Universit�at M�unhenArisstra�e 21, 80290 M�unhen, Germanyemail: fholzer,shwoong�in.tum.deAbstrat. It is shown that assembling moleules in the Atomix gamean be used to simulate �nite automata. In partiular, an instane ofAtomix is onstruted that has a solution if and only if the non-emptinessintersetion problem for �nite automata is solvable. This shows that thegame under onsideration is PSPACE-omplete, improving a reent re-sult of H�u�ner et al. [9℄. Thus, there are Atomix games whih have super-polynomially long optimal solutions. We also give an easy onstrutionof Atomix game levels whose optimal solutions meet the worst ase.1 IntrodutionAtomix is a solitaire game invented by G�unter Kr�amer in 1990 and �rst pub-lished by Thalion Software. The game takes plae on a retangular �nite two-dimensional grid, the board. Every ell of the board is either a wall, ontains anatom, or is free. Walls annot be hanged, and atoms an be of di�erent types.A move onsists of pushing an atom along the x-axis or the y-axis. When anatom is pushed, it ontinues moving until it reahes a wall or another atom. Thegame is won when all atoms are arranged in a given \moleule" goal pattern. Aninstane of an Atomix game assembling the water moleule is depited in Fig-ure 1|walls are represented by blak squares, free spae by white squares, andatoms by labelled irles with onnetions. Implementations of ertain Atomixvariations are available on the Internet; e.g., for the X Window System a versionunder the terms of the General Publi Liense (GPL) an be downloaded fromwww.informatik.uni-oldenburg.de/~pearl/gnome/atomix.html. It is worthmentioning that this program also ontains a level editor. A JavaSript versionan be played online at www.set.me.hw.a.uk/~peteri/atomix/.Formally the Atomix problem is de�ned as follows: Given an Atomix boardand a moleule, is there a sequene of moves to assemple the atoms on the boardto form the given moleule? Obviously, this problem an be formalized as astate spae searh problem, whih reently was undertaken by H�u�ner et al. [9℄.There di�erent heuristi searh methods were presented. Atomix falls into theategory of sliding blok puzzles as, e.g., PushPush [3℄, Sokoban [2, 4℄, or 15-Puzzle [12℄, where time and spae omplexity was, and still is, subjet of intenseresearh. Though seemingly trivial, most variations are at least NP-hard, andontained in PSPACE; some are even PSPACE-omplete|we refer the readerto, e.g., Bal�azar et al. [1℄ for further details on omputational omplexity.



H H O(a) Atomix board. H HO(b) Moleule.Fig. 1. An Atomix problem assembling the water moleule.H�u�ner et al. [9℄ atually have shown that Atomix is NP-hard and ontainedin PSPACE, while the exat omplexity was stated as an open problem. In thispaper we solve this open problem and improve their result showing the followingtheorem:Theorem 1. Atomix on an n� n board is PSPACE-omplete.To this end we show that Atomix game puzzles an simulate deterministi ornondeterministi �nite automata. In partiular, we onstrut an Atomix instanethat is solvable if and only if the non-emptiness intersetion problem for �niteautomata, a problem known to be PSPACE-omplete [6, 10℄, has a solution.Observe that most importantly the above given theorem shows that there areAtomix instanes whih have superpolynomially long optimal solutions.The paper is organised as follows: In the next setion we introdue the basibuilding bloks of our solution. Then in Setion 3 we present how Atomix puzzlesan simulate non-deterministi �nite automata and how synhronisation between�nite automata an be ahieved. Setion 4 shows how to implement an n-bitounter using Atomix. These puzzles have exponentially long optimal solutions.Finally, Setion 5 ontains our onlusions and pointers to related papers.2 Basi deviesThe onstrution given in this paper relies on a number of basi devies withspeial properties. In the �gures below, walls are represented by dark squaresand free spaes by white squares. Oasionally free spaes will be shaded toindiate areas of speial importane. Atoms are represented by labelled irleswith ertain onnetions; the labelling has no speial signi�ane.



2.1 One-way devieThe �rst devie is the one-way box shown in Figure 2. Its purpose is to allowthe passage of atoms from the entry A to the exit B but not vie versa. Both ofthe shaded areas in the �gure should be prolonged until they are large enoughto hold all the atoms in the puzzle.HA B HA BFig. 2. One-way devie.Any atom an enter the devie at A and leave at B. Atoms entering thedevie at B will end up in the \blind alley," the light shaded area. If the blindalley is large enough, the atoms an never �ll it up ompletely, and thus no atomis able to go bak to A. Similarly, when atoms move bak from the alley, theymust not be able to �ll up the dark shaded area. Note, that in our onstrutionslater on it will often be enough to use a blind alley of size one or two.2.2 Choie and MergeThe seond devie is the hoie devie whose inner part depited in Figure 3.An atom an enter at A and exit at either B1 or B2; additional one-way deviesat eah gate ensuring entry only at A and exit only at one of the Bi. Multipledevies of this type an be used in sequene to allow a set of hoies S; we allsuh a onstrution a hoie devie over S.HA B1B2 HA B1B2Fig. 3. Nondeterministi hoie.



HA1A2 B HA1A2 BFig. 4. Merge devie.The merge devie in Figure 4 implements the reverse; atoms an enter ateither A1 or A2 and exit at B; again we assume appropriate one-way deviesat the entries and the exits. The merge devie an be extended to aomodatemore than two entries.2.3 Catalyst hamberThe third devie is slightly more ompliated. Consider the atalyst hambershown in Figure 5(a). Again, there are one-way devies at the entires and exitsto ensure that entry is only possible at A, and that exit is only possible at B1and B2. The devie has the following properties:11. If one atom enters the atalyst hamber alone, it an never exit,2. if two atoms enter the atalyst hamber, both of them an leave the hamberthrough di�erent exits, and3. if two atoms enter the atalyst hamber, they annot leave through the sameexit.Property 1 is easy to verify; one an atom enters the hamber alone, it anonly move from orner to orner but never enter the exit orridors. Property 2is shown by the example sequene shown in Figure 5, parts (b), (), and (d).We prove Property 3 by showing that the following property is an invariant,provided that there are only two atoms in the hamber, both of whih enterat A:3'. The shaded areas in Figures 5(e) and (f) never hold two atoms simultane-ously.Property 3 then immediately follows from 3'. The Property 3' holds when theatoms �rst enter the hamber. Moreover, from any situation in whih both atoms1 We have onstruted a �nite automaton simulating the behaviour of the atalysthamber. This has resulted in a mahine with 324 states (177 of them were reah-able) and 1570 transitions. Finally we have veri�ed the stated properties using thesymboli omputation environment Grail+ [13℄. After some inspetion of the �nitestate automaton we have found a simple proof for Property 3, whih is given below.
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A B1B2(f)Fig. 5. Catalyst hamber.



are outside a shaded area, we an bring at most one of them into the area with onemove. Assume therefore that there is already one atom inside one of the shadedareas, and the other outside of it. However, there is no suh on�guration thatwould allow the outside atom to be moved into the area; the reader an easilyverify this by trying all the possibilities.Observe, that the devie does not guarantee that a partiular atom leavesthrough a partiular exit. However, this is not important for our onstrutions.2.4 Wires and planar rossingsTo onnet the devies presented previously, we also need to provide \wires"and a way to ross wires in two dimensions. Fortunately, both are trivial toimplement; a wire is onstruted by a line of free spaes anked by walls onboth sides; bent wires are also possible. Crossing wires is equally simple. Bothdevies are shown in Figure 6.HA B(a) Wire. H OA1 B1A2
B2(b) Crossing.Fig. 6. Two simple devies.The property of the wire is simply that an atom an pass from A to B andvie versa. The property of the rossing is that if an atom enters at A1 it anonly exit at B1 and that entry at A2 fores exit at B2 and vie versa. In ouronstrutions later on this property will be ensured by the fat that both thehorizontal and the vertial wire an never hold more than one atom at any giventime. Therefore no \arm" of the devie an be �lled up and allow illegal passages.



3 Atomix is PSPACE-ompleteIn this setion we show that Atomix on a n � n board is PSPACE-omplete.Obviously, the problem is ontained in PSPACE. For the onveniee of the readerwe reall the simple argument given by H�u�ner at al. [9℄. Given an instane ofAtomix, a nondeterminsti Turing mahine an solve it by repeatedly applyinga legal move until a goal is reahed. The number of possible Atomix boardon�gurations is limited by n2!; hene the mahine an announe that the gameis unsolvable after having applied more moves without �nding a solution. Sinean enoding of an Atomix on�guration needs polynomial spae, it follows thatAtomix is in NPSPACE = PSPACE.For the hardness we argue as follows. First we show how an Atomix puzzle ansimulate the behaviour of a �nite automaton. The puzzle is onstruted in suha way that the puzzle has a solution exatly if the language of the automaton isnot empty. In the seond part of the proof we extend the onstrution suh thatsynhronisation on an input symbol an be simulated. Given a sequene of �niteautomata, we an then reate a puzzle that has a solution exatly if there is aword whih is aepted by all automata. The onstruted puzzle is polynomial inthe size of the automata. Sine by Galil [6℄ and Kozen [10℄ it is PSPACE-ompleteto hek if the intersetion of an arbitrary number of regular languages, givenby deterministi or nondeterministi �nite automata, is non-empty, this provesPSPACE-hardness of the solvability question for Atomix puzzles.To simplify the presentation we use diagrams for the basi devies presentedin Setion 2. The diagrams are shown in Figure 7. Throughout the diagrams, weuse simple lines for wires.Diagram (a) represents a hoie devie with one entry and one exit for eahelement of the set S; (b) is a generalised form where jRj multi-hoie deviesover S are plaed in parallel suh that an atom entering at a gate labelled r 2 Ran exit at some gate labelled (r; s) 2 R � S. Diagrams () and (d) are theanalogousmerge devies; () has one entry for eah element of the set S, and (d)has one entry for eah tuple in R�S and one exit for eah element of R. An atomentering (d) at the gate (r; s) exits at the gate labelled r. The synhronisationbox in Diagram (e) essentially onsists of jSj atalyst hambers, one for eahelement of S; there are two sets of entries (left and upper side) and two sets ofexits (right and lower side), for all elements of S. The entries and exits for s 2 Sonnet to the atalyst hamber for s. Two atoms entering the box on the leftand at the top an leave the box only if they enter at the same element of S.Diagram (f) has the funtion of a �lter. Entries are labelled with elements ofthe set S; for onveniene, we provide two entries for eah element at the topand left of the box. Exits (on the right) are also labelled with S, exept for aspeial exit at the bottom. An atom entering the box at either entry s 2 S0,where S0 is some subset of S, an hoose to leave at the exit s or at the speialexit. An atom entering at s 2 S n S0 an only leave at the normal exit s. Suha �lter an easily be built with the standard devies presented before; we omitthe details. The rossing box is shown in Diagram (g) and it allows atoms topass through without any interation, i.e., an atom entering at s 2 S (r 2 R,



S(a) R R� S(b) S ()R� S R(d) S S SS(e) SS SS0(f)S R SR(g) Ss(h) S(i)Fig. 7. Basi diagrams.



respetively) leaves the gate at exit s (r, repsetively). Next, Diagram (h) showsthe initialisation box. It ontains one oxygen atom as shown in Figure 8(a) andone exit for eah element of the set S; the atom an leave the box only at the exitlabelled s, for some s 2 S. If S is a singleton set, the box simply designates theposition of one atom in the initial on�guration. Finally, the Diagram (i) depitsthe reation hamber. Like the initialisation box it ontains two hydrogen atomsas shown in Figure 8(b) and entries for eah element of the set S; atoms in thebox annot leave sine the entries are proteted by appropriate one-way deviesand are used to form the moleule goal pattern. Hene, atoms are fored to enterthe reation hamber in order to assemble the goal moleule.O(a) Oxygen. H H(b) Hydrogen. H O H() Water. � � �H O O H(d) H2On moleule.Fig. 8. Atoms and moleules.3.1 Simulating a Finite AutomatonFix a �nite automaton A = (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ) for the rest of the setion where Qis a set of states, � the input alphabet, Æ : Q�� ! 2Q the (nondeterministi)transition funtion, q0 the initial state, and F the set of �nal states. We shallonstrut an Atomix puzzle that has a solution exatly if the language of A isnon-empty, i.e., L(A) 6= ;. Almost all of the \omputation" will be arried outby a single atom. The puzzle an be solved if the atom an enter the reationhamber in whih it an ombine with another atom to form the goal moleule;this is the water moleule shown in Figure 8().The main part of the onstrution onsists of the simulation of Æ, i.e., a deviethat, given a tuple (q; a) 2 Q��, yields a suessor state q0 2 Æ(q; a). In Atomixterms, an atom an enter at a gate labelled by (q; a) and exit at a gate labelledby q0. Eah entry gate in the devie is onneted to a hoie devie over Æ(q; a).All exits from the hoie devies whih belong to the same suessor state arethen merged at the respetive exit. In the following we shall represent suh atransition devie by a box labelled Æ.The omplete puzzle for the automaton is symbolially shown in Figure 9.The dashed box has jQj entries on the left indiating the state of the automatonbefore reading an input symbol. An atom traversing the box �rst selets an inputsymbol, then simulates the transition funtion to �nd the suessor state. Eahpass of the atom through the box simulates the proessing of one input symbolhosen arbitrarily by the atom. Moreover, if the atom is in an entry belongingto a �nal state, the �lter enables it to stop reading input and enter the reation



Q QQ� �q0 ÆFFFFFFFig. 9. Symboli diagram of an automaton.hamber. The puzzle is ompleted by onneting eah exit of the box to theorresponding entry of the �lter and plaing an atom at the entry belongingto the initial state. The puzzle an be solved if the atom is able to reah thereation hamber, i.e., if there is a word aepted by the automaton.3.2 Simulating an Arbitrary Number of Finite AutomataNow that we know how to simulate one deterministi or nondeterministi �niteautomaton we an solve the main problem. Given a sequene A1; : : : ; An of�nite automata, with Ai = (Qi; �; Æi; qi; Fi), all using a ommon alphabet �, thenon-emptiness intersetion problem onsists of heking whether the intersetionof the languages of all n automata is non-empty, i.e., Tni=1 L(Ai) 6= ;. Thebasi idea of the onstrution is to reate puzzles for eah automaton �rst, andto onnet them all to a ommon reation hamber suh that the puzzle anbe solved if eah omputation atom an enter the hamber. However, we areonly interested in solutions where all automata aept the same input, thereforeadditional mahinery is needed.We reate a so-alled synhronisation proess inhabitated by a single atom,the synhronisation atom. In eah step of the omputation, this atom eitherhooses to terminate or selets the next input symbol to be proessed. It theninterats with the puzzles reated from the automata and makes sure that allof them have made the same hoie, otherwise the puzzle will be left in anunsolvable state. The interation of the synhronisation proess with a singleautomaton takes plae in two phases and is shown in Figure 10. The dashed boxshows the proessing of a single input symbol; again, the box has jQj entries(left) and exits (right) to indiate the state the automaton is in. The otherontrol strutures of the automaton have been omitted for larity.In the �rst phase, the synhronisation atom enters at one of the j�j entrygates at the top left and leaves through the orresponding gate on the bottom
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Fig. 10. Interation between synhronisation proess and automaton.left. The omputation atom of the automaton �rst hooses an input symbol,trying to \guess" the same symbol as the synhronisation atom, whereas thesynhronisation atom guesses the state that the omputation atom is in. If bothguesses are right, then both atoms an pass through the synhronisation box inthe left of the �gure. The omputation atom an then pass through the transi-tion funtion while the synhronisation atom goes on to perform the �rst phasewith other automata. The seond phase takes plae after the synhronisationproess has interated with all automata and made sure that all of them se-leted the same input symbol. The synhronisation atom now starts a seondpass through all automata, entering Figure 10 on the bottom right and guessingthe suessor state of the automaton. If the hoie was right, it passes throughthe synhronisation box on the right, leaving at the gate in the top right of the�gure. This step makes sure that the omputation atom of the automaton reallysimulates the transition funtion; without this step the omputation atom wouldbe allowed not to leave the synhronisation box and wait for the synhronisationatom to ome bak in the next round, thus skipping one input symbol.An overview of the synhronisation proess is given in Figure 11. Everytraversal of the synhronisation proess orresponds to reading one input symbol.The synhronisation atom starts at the top of the �gure, selets an input symbol,then interats with the automata in two passes and returns to the beginning. Ineah step, the synhronisation atom is also allowed to enter the reation ham-



Automaton A1 = (Q1;�; Æ1; q1; F1)q1
Automaton An = (Qn;�; Æn; qn; Fn)qn
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Q1
Qn

F1
FnFig. 11. Overview of synhronisation proess.



ber instead of \reading" a symbol. Similarly, the atoms within the automata areallowed to enter the hamber if they are in a �nal state before reading a symbol.All entries to the reation hamber are proteted by one-way devies. Therefore,the (arti�ial) goal moleule2 H2On+1, whih is of a very simple struture andshown in Figure 8(d), an be assembled if and only if all automata reah a �nalstate at the same time. More preisely, this happens after all automata have pro-essed the same input, whih aomplishes the redution to the non-emptinessintersetion problem.Note, that the onstrution relies on atoms making the right \guesses" dur-ing the synhronisation proess. If any of these guesses is wrong, the puzzle willbe left in an irreoverable state. Similarly, all atoms have to terminate the om-putation at the same time. However, we an ignore wrong guesses sine we areonly interested in the mere existene of a solution.4 On Exponentially Long Optimal SolutionsFrom the main result in the previous setion we onlude that there exist Atomixgame instanes whih have superpolynomially, or to be more preise, exponen-tially long optimal solutions. Although most onstrutions we used are muhlike those in the popular game, it is a tedious exerise to onstrut a partiularAtomix instane with this property based on the onstrution of the previoussetion. In this setion, we give an easier onstrution for puzzles with exponen-tially long optimal solutions. To this end we realize a pseudo n-bit ounter inAtomix.The main part of the onstrution onsists of the simulation of a single bit,i.e., a devie that stores a bit, hanges it aordingly, and produes a arry bitif triggered by an inrement event. Before we desribe the bit devie in moredetail, we must give some further details on the ounting proess. In order toobtain an easy devie, i.e., with a small number of basi gates, we implementa pseudo-ounting proess. This means that the stored 0 bit an, but need not,be hanged to 1 and produing no-arry by an inrement event, while a 1 bitmust be hanged to 0 and produes a arry bit. This slight di�erene to ordinaryounting will allow us to save some gates. The omplete puzzle for the bit devieis symbolially shown in Figure 12. In Atomix terms, a single atom trapped inone of two atalyst hambers an store binary information; we all this atom thestorage atom. Another atom, the inrement atom, an enter at gate labelled byinr and exit at a gate labelled arry or no-arry depending on the element thedevie has stored. Moreover, there is also the possibility that the storage atommay leave the devie at exit labeled lear and enter the reation hamber.The bit devie is initialized by moving the storage atom to the atalysthamber labelled 0. An inrement atom enters at entry inr at the right and�rst hooses a bit, trying to \guess" the bit stored by the storage atom in the2 Instead of using hydrogen and oxygen one might use any other atoms as, e.g., ura-nium, whih might be dangerous in ase it exeeds the ritial mass. Don't try thisat home.



01 inr
no-arry

arry learFig. 12. Symboli diagram of a bit devie.devie. If the guess is right, then both atoms an pass through the appropriateatalyst hambers. In ase both atoms have met in atalyst hamber labelled 0one atom may leave through gate labelled no-arry on top. To ensure that bothatoms leave the atalyst hamber labelled 1 an \after-burn" atalyst hamberis needed. Then one atom an leave through the gate labelled arry on the leftwhile the other one an hoose between atalyst hamber labelled 0 or the gatelabelled lear on the bottom.An overview of the pseudo n-bit ounter is given in Figure 13. The inrementatom starts at the right of the �gure triggering an inrement operation on then-bit number. The atom traverses the bit devies in sequene until it exits ata gate labeled no-arry, and returns to the beginning. Eah storage atom isonly allowed to enter the reation hamber via gate labelled lear; this is onlyallowed if the bit value ips from 1 to 0. The only way the inrement atom mayreah the reation hamber is through gate labelled arry from the (n� 1)th bitposition (highest bit). All entries to the reation hamber are proteted by one-way devies. Therefore, the arti�ial goal moleuleH2On+1 shown in Figure 8(d),an be assembled if and only if one ounts from 0 up to 2n. Thus, the optimalsolution to the puzzle is of exponential length.
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� � �� � � :Fig. 13. Overview of a pseudo n-bit ounter.5 ConlusionIn this paper we have shown that the Atomix game is PSPACE-omplete, byreduing the nonemptiness intersetion problem for deterministi or nondeter-ministi �nite automata to the problem under onsideration. This solves an openproblem stated by H�u�ner et al. [9℄ and proves that there exist Atomix gameinstanes whih have superpolynomially long optimal solutions. Moreover, wehave also presented an easy onstrution to design quite ompliated Atomixgame levels.Finally we summarize some omplexity results on blok sliding puzzles, intowhih Atomix falls. As already mentioned in the introdution most of these prob-lems are NP-hard and ontained in PSPACE; some of them are even PSPACE-omplete. The following table is taken from Demaine et al. [3℄, extended by theategory of games where bloks are pushed by an external agent not presentedon the board. The olumns mean:1. Are the moves done by a robot on the board, or by an outside agent?2. Can the robot pull as well as push?3. Are all blok unit squares, or may the have di�erent shapes?4. Are there �xed bloks, or are all bloks movable?5. How many bloks an by pushed at a time?6. Does it suÆe to move the robot/a speial blok from s to t, instead ofpushing all bloks into storage loation?7. Will the bloks \keep sliding" when pushed till they hit an obstale?8. The Dimension of the puzzle: Is it 2D or 3D?
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AppendixA non-optimal sample solution within 16 moves of the Atomix puzzle from Fig-ure 1 is shown below. We enourage the reader to �nd the optimal 11 movessolution.H H O(a) H H O(b) H HO()HHO(d) HHO(e) HHO(f)HHO(g) H HO(h) H HO(i)


